
1.  KUGR TV posing in front of our school statue for their Christmas
     themed video.
2.  Jackson Endicott, Sr. and Mouhamadou Tall, Sr., playing the roles
     of "actors" in front of the camera.
3.  Jackson Endicott, Sr., preparing to start an episode of KUGR TV.
4.  Indigo Arcila, Sr., Cyleigh Knight, Sr., sitting pretty with Von Aden,
     Jr., in the back.
5.  Simon Lauritzen, Jr., and Mathias White, Jr., filming the intro for
     their new video.
6.  Aimee Wright, Sr., and Indigo Arcila, Sr., having a laugh during a
     Christmas episode.
7. Joseph Leonard, Sr., being  interviewed by Jacob Pivonka, Sr.,
     from KUGR TV for a section called "How Well Do You Know Your
     Twin."
8.  Jacob Pivonka, Sr., reading quotes from strangers of something they
     wished they would've said to someone.
9.  Aimee Wright, Sr. and Michael Wojtalewicz, So., laughing about
     their crazy ideas for their video.

Kugr  tv

"I like the freedom
we have with our

stories and the
creativity we get."

Cruz Herrera Alvarez, Jr.
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1.  KUGR TV dancing around the Cougar statue
     singing for their Christmas episode.
2.  Christian Moro, So., making a snow angel while
     Mr. Philipsen films him.
3.  Mr. Philipsen helping film all of KUGR TV.
4.  Simon Lauritzen, Jr., and Jeremie Pfahl, Sr.,
     revising the script for their new episode.
5.  Michael Wojtalewicz, So., filming the
     homecoming pep rally.
6.  Simon Lauritzen, Jr., checking the settings on
     his camera before going out to film.
7.  Rumeli Espinosa, Jr., Simon Lauritzen, Jr., and
     Mathias White, Jr., filming an intro for their video.

The Work Behind
the Scenes

     KUGR TV creates weekly YouTube
videos to show what’s happening in our
Cougar hallways and to provide important
information to our students. In an interview
with Mathias White, Jr., he informed us that
they “do a lot of script and play writing as
well as learn video production.”
     Mouhamadou Tall, Sr., stated that this
class  “is a very exciting class where we
spend a lot of time brainstorming creative
ideas since the classes are so long. We plan
our script beforehand but it gets changed a
lot as we are filming. Most of our jokes come
on the fly.”
     All of Coronado enjoys these weekly

engaging videos spreading
l aughs around the school.

"I love KUGR TV not
only because of my passion
for video production, but
because we're all one big

team, I can always rely on
my classmates to help me

out when I need it."

Simon Lauritzen, Jr.

InPluggedIn
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